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· re~atively new,area o·f research. The essential objective c>'f. 
. . this research is to ·develop algori tbms to detec-t- and -
. . 
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• electr:onic circuits are conceptually characterized.·b-y. logi·ca·i 
·· .·.. ,' gates and conne'ctives which operate on electronic impu_lses in 
a prescribed Boolefan ftiriction. These circu·i ts are. often quite 
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information to such fields -as quality ciontrol and reliability 
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engineering easil~~--wa:r:rants the investigation of new methods · 
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Thus, the ability to model circuits _is a worthy ambition 
within the purview· of one clearl·y salient pursuit. The 
· realization of .the true effacacy of many well~founded. fault.") 
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detection techniques· is-· to a great extent dependent on the -st-ate 
' . of ·the art· of programming such· algorithms. . Therefore., accompanying 
.. 
-- -. ·--~·-·· . . ... , 
. - . ··- - - ··------•---.··-· ·-.:--·-··-· -
'.j - must be parallel te~~arch to.develop new and better computer 
' ~ .. 
· .techniques to implement fau.1t C detection procedures. 
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Due to··the nature of microcircuits·~ ·1ine values may be 
. ~ 
.. , 
.. emperically -imposed and recorded only on the input and output 
term·inals of· a circuit.; Therefore, any algorithms to diagnose 
. -~ . 
---···--··-----------·----·~~--------- -faul-ts-·· must···yi·el:d-·-a so-luti·on· tha·t···wi11··-· 11·i:nvis-ib1-y-n- -·tnve·~:rtigate··-····-·----. --. ·. ·-· 
·' information __ concerning .input-output--· combinations_. The advantage 
of graphical.representation -of·the circuit for analysis is 
obvious. · ·With the aid of a n_etwork . diagram the internal 
operations can be· altered. -The consequence of the alteration 
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GERT will. provide a foundation for· implementing the approach 
discussed' in the· preceding paragraph .. -The GERT network will· 
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· yield precisely the. information required to analyze· a circuit. -
The intent is to _develop ·a GERT technique that will quickl.y · 
.- · -: an~d--··e·asi·ly · model any logic circuit and pe.rfo~ii_i simulated . - ~ ·; 
'• •• -••~ -:--;~r----• • fault tests leading to effact.iY.e_ check .... out procedure~ •. 
-
·:· E'lectronic. Logic . Circuits - • 
-- -- - --- -~--------;:--
- ------- - -
.. -
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Microcirbuits consist of·.logidal gates and line connectives. 
The· <~iates are· comprised of various electronic elements such· as 
r~sist.ors, diodes, and transistoi:.-.. ~-- ~_:g.g __ wb._e.n ___ a.ey_eral gat.es- a-~,e------------------------- --·- --- -- ---- -- --·------------·-•·•"·····. -- -- ----· ~--· -···- ----- -- ---~ -----. -· ---- --- -
----·connected and placed together Of! __ ~---~~_ghi._p11 , ____ tne.c~c.S.y.s.tem~-i-S--C~Y.ed--~-----------------·- -------~---------·--
. 
. ··-------....------------·------·---- ··----- ---· 
--. a microcj.rcui t ~ . Howeve~_, for our purposes a logic gate can be 
· cqn,Sidered to be a "black box" apparatus and can be symbolically 
·represented . as such. 
' , . . ·- ···-··------ - ... ·-
... ·---·-··b ., ' 
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- An e·lectronic gate functionally alters electron-i-e-- impulses ., · · . · · 
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----------- -- ··:·--~~:--·:1n·, accordanc·e with :1:he· Boolean ·logic indigenous to that gate. 
____________ -_ '!9he logic functio_~-~-~llave been well defi-ned and suitab-l-y-. t-i-t-l-ed. __ _ 
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and II l II s in ,the table - represent two ievel-s. of . operatio:n 
. 
-
·· .the ci-rcuit -with respect to an electronic parame~r. , For 




---· ;· ·-. · When many gates are joined- together, th~y _9ompr_ise, a ..• ------,-- .. ;.. .• _ .. 
···-··--····-·---· . ______ ·:_· _________ ·.~· -------- -
--- ' ----- ·_:.:.,. ___ .::.._ . ·-···-·· 
---··--~. ---~~----
· microcircuit:.---~~.A ~imple microcircuit is shown in.Figure II. 
, .. 
This diagram is the symbolic representation of a 'half-adder. 
The circuit performs the Boolean operations on the inputs A 
.. and B and yields· the desired corresponding outputs C and D. 
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There are two inajor categories of logic circuits: (1) 
combinational logic, and (2) sequential logic circuits. A 
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circuits are also _divided in~o two major classes:· .(1) 
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synchronous, and (2) asynchronous. There· is a degree o·f ., ' ':' ' - .. ·-
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am.biqui ty -associated w,i th these terms· due to the lack of · an 
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_'....~------~--.. _.. ______ ex-ac-ting definition. .However, thi's thesis --~hall ·us~.- th~m 
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according to.the fallowing interpretations. Synchronous 
.. circuits are· ·11 clocked 11 (an impulse is imposed -On various gates ______ - ·• . 
.. -~: .. :~::~~--=~i=-~~::~. at_:·per.iodic -intervals}· defin,i~ng p~ecisely when -the i_nput~ are 
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to be.analyzed, while an asynchronous circuit is either 
.. 
. "unclocked"---or the clocking action is such· that more -than one 
transition of state can occur between clock pulses. 
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______:.....-~--. -_ -pigure--~III--is-·an example of an asynchronous -switching circuit. 
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·. ·. -MODELING LOGIC CIRCUITS WITH .GERT 
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.. -General Cone~--~-~~--~ ,, ·. 
. . ·:.·. -
· As -was shown earlier an· e_lectri_cal ·node or · gate-~operates---· -- . -
. • . 
. upon electronic parameters _of a qj..r-cuit in a ·Boelean function .. _·_ 
- .. :- .. ·- . 
. _ -This operation. can be repre-sented by · a truth table notation. , 
~ ··--·-- r 
----- - - - . ····. 
.For exa.mple,·the Boolean function of an 11AND" ·gate can be 
-· - •... --· - -· - - ., ~ ...... -·· - --- ~--·- - -· ... 
put in truth table form as shown in Figure I. The 11 ze-ros 11 a.nd- · . . . . . 
. ..... __ .... ,.. .... , 
. ·- -- . __ :-.- ~ -~----' ._...,..,: ·--··- ,.J --··--· --- -- • ·- .•• 
. · · · •.... : 11
_~I.l-~§~~-- _tn .. the table .. represent two levels of·"" 0pe·r.·atiori of the 





. they may represent two levels of voltage •. Then the "AND" ga·te 
represents. a logical operation that yields an output · voltage of. 
__ Ill II only when all input voltages are at that same value. The 
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· . - As shown.· earlier, a _GE-RT,~'nod·e--op-era·tes in a similar manner • 
. -,-
- -- -· ----·-· -·-· 
. ·-- ---
. ....:..--------- ·--,..,----·---,.~-:~ <:_~~--~-- :.;; ,.,_·: .. ·=~---~-=: __ ·_! f __ ,.the·~ _ input .. : .. values -s u ff i ci en~l~at-± s _fy_ __ t.he~~GERT-~-SJ?eC~~f-~g-~,~en-s,--~-~- _ _: _______ _ 
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---- -- -- -----------~---------. -·- ------
. -· ---··--------·--
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----.. · .. - _-; ______ ~_------~-~elf the node1 __ !:he ·· .GEl~.T · node will_ a_cti vate an impulse on_ the.. . ....... ---_____ . .:...------~---~- ____ _ 
.----····· ·- ·---- --
----- ---- -------~---
• 
----~-----· ..... ----· ----- ··----·-'"· .----
~--- - ---------
-------------·- "~- .,.... 
- - -
- ·----------------~ ----- ------
--------------
--- - . 
-- ------.-·-··-.---'t·--·--·-·:··-·-·--··-- ·. ---- - .... 
-~---~- .... · : qutput branches~~---- 1··f--cn:e----·:s:pec·i":f·ications are .not met th~ output 
'. 
·branches will remain dormant.··.· With this understanding of the _ ·.· · 
' . • 
-·····•u . .;,""··•· 
.·· operations ,of. electrical. gates and GERT nodes, the, fo.llowing ;-
- ,' .·· ....... 
" 
. ---~--------......_-~--------------- Q.C Y-': =>·-- · ,,::~t1 
-·-- . . ... · ,g . ' . ' ! 
. l 
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·, --··- ___ ,_ ..... 
' -- I ~ •• 
. " --
' . ; ., 
- --·------------------- ------------ -- -------------=-- - .:....~-. ::-:--:---_ ,.-_ .. : ·. -------------------- ----c:----- ----- - --· ··---··---~--
T 
. ' 
_______ :··,··~!'..'~: _.:..~:· ... \ ,.•. 15. 
-,:,~,:, •or ', •·---~O<J.' ; ... ~,.--nl 
.. analogy can be made • . A GERT node can be used to represent an 
•.. • • -c, , 
~lectronic lo(Jic gate bY~'eiilowing the realization of an 
-< 
·-·- · _ __; __ -~. ····· . 
activity (dl.I'ectedbranch) of a GEF.T network to be equiva1E3I1t 
'·· 
to the Value 11 1" assigned to a gate connector (line} of an 
- ---- ------------------- -- --- ---- - - . 
-~-
electronic ciibuit •. That is if an activity of a GERT network 
- .: .. - -,- _:_ .. _ -·-·-- .. 
·· is ·realized, then the corresponding line in the electronic I l 
. circuit that has been modeleQ in GERT has a truth value function 
. -
-··-- ---- ------·· -- -- ---.. -o-f ·- 11 1" . 
- Likewise, if the GERT· activity is not realized the 
---·----·-•--·------·-- .. - - .. -, -. ·. 
. ' - : ' -.. Corresponding line in the elec1:.J:()nic circuit has; a value a£ _ ,--"---~--- - - . 
11 0 11 • · With this definition, · circuits can be mod~l~<l_a.ncL the.fr-'-'--. _ _____,,............,. _______ _ 
' --------·-·--·. -------· -----~----·-----..... ··------------~-------,-.---------------·-·s-·-------,-..-.~----·-------·---...---·---------'----,-----
-. internal operations in·spected -by- GERT. 
;·Modeling o-f. Electronic Gate$ 
:l . ' - ' 
-
.. .. --·---------
In this :section, the modeling of individual electronic 
. . 9'<!._"t;,~_!itJ::,y 1:1.~e _Q.f .. GERT .wills-be- dem0ns.t:rated:o · The £0 ]:lowing- ----=--==.;.._ . :~ -----
-~--u·-.. ·-·--·----~.-· ·-·-·-•.••-• ·.,.__· ,--·-·-·--_, .... ,. .. ------:--- • - • - - • - '"•• • • -- -
electronic. gates · will be· modeled: AND, OR, NAND (not and),. . 
-~ 
· .· . .NOR. (nee.~--h;_.:Nfn' __ ~t±nvertor) .. and EXCLUSivE...:oR. ·· 
. ·:''""""'."."-''...,'.'-:'".-:-_•~-':'·" ·~--~-..,........;~;·:-,-,·_~c,'..'\.._,.~,;~-,'-'--""··~·<::·.:.::.:t"·'·-""'.,...;~.~._,._.~.-· ,..:...._-,,•..C.--,,-. __ ,,_,,,, __ ,-,,--,.,--., . . . • ' ' • -------- - -- --· 
-· . ..... -r- _:.:_ __ -------- --- ----------·--------·--- -------- ------- ---····----- - --- ..... 
- -- -- --- . -"-- -- -~-
, I -- ·---·7 - - ------- ---
. --·-·- ···-·-.:..._:_-::.cc·,-·-····:...,·-·~· ····-:-·"·~-·:·.~·--·--~··•·_··•.· .. ·. :. •' -- ··-------.. 
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~ -:--- . ' -- --~\,---,· ·1~ ·~ ,. -·----· -· --~·-·--. .-:~ 
- --
- -- -·---------------- ----·-- " .. 
. 'l'he 11.AND .. gate:. _. ___  
. ,. .. ----,.-~--·..-··- - .... -.- .. · .. -·.- ·--··--·•--,-·--·--····---------·-.-,···--·-.- ......... -·-··· . - - . - . - -- - ,- - - - - -. - - - - - . -
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···- - ···-···--- . ---- -------------------· -~-.-J --· - -_____________ . _________ . --·---·--- : .•. ' .... ·· . __ --·----------' ----------- ---- --------
- --- - -- - - -
---- ------------------------. 
-- ---- ------ - .- . . -
-··--·--·-··-···· ----·------··-- :--- : -:-----~.-.----- - --- -· - - -- --- - ~-- - - --- ----- -
- -- - - --- . - ------- - ............. ______ --- - ------------· ~ -
-- ---·----:--:-..-_ -::::::::::::"~ =~ The "AND1' gate~ af:t:ehdy has a Counterpart in GERT. 
. . ' ' 
The 
. ii 
·logic function of the "AND" gate requires that.all inputs must 
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output will be O. -(Remember,. all output· ·1ines of a gate or 
. . : . . . ' . 
- ·-•-••~---·---··----·· • A--'-•·-- ,-.-I..\&...,._, ..... ,., .... ___ .. s ___ • • ••·--. ·••• ',' • ---• • + • ___ ,,,_ -· . -~ _,_,) ___ .. ···'"' . ···- ··-··--··-- _, -· --------·-- - ., . . -------~------·-- -----• -- ._.>·--------------
" 
. node will have----the----s-ame value.) -Therefore, a GERT node· whose· · -
- c.:~number of. releases for. ·:r;ealization equals ·the· number of input. 
,-- -:... .. 
I 
- I 
·--= - --,--- ----=-- -'--,-·: ... 
' I·,• ~ -,,.._ 
. • ·.-· lines ·will operate as an. 111\ND 11 , node. (See·- Figure, VII- (a) ) • -
_.:.-~he· number of releases to repeat is. in_finity ., · To insure on·ly 
one realization of the node and consequently accu·rate. modeling. · 
of. the electronic circuit,. the truth functi·on of this GERT node. 
ean be eas~~-~-- ~!1:~~~~-9-~ I~---~°-!UP!_~~-~ _ wi:t:h_ --~~~- S!P~_cifica~ions o~ __ : ____ -~-~-~--------·--· .....- . · .. -· ·-·------· ' .. --- ----·. - . . . - - --- . 
..... •,·•""'" -····"\ ·~ 
· an "AND" gate. (Figure V_~:i;:__(t?J_}__! ________ If ___ there_ had __ be_en__Lou_r _ _input..s· __ _ --........---,--~---'--· -----·-·-·--·----~----------···---·--------
, ,. 
to the· node, ·the gate would _0 look like Figure VII (c) • Again the 
-·- •_.::,_ . 
------- -----··- - ----··--. . 
- . -- -· · · 
11AND" · truth function .is_ satisfied. 
The 11 0R 11 gate: 
- ' ·-The modeli-ng of the· 110R" gate, like the "AND" gate, is 
.. : ___ ··--- . ------ . ~ -- . --·· . ----- .- -
-
- .. - -·· ------ - . -
-- - . --- ------ ------ --·- --------
----------·-·-··- ------- -- - ----------------·------~ ---- ... ------ -
- -· .. --- ---- ···-·--· ·-·--·-- - - - ___________ _. ________ . __ ·- ... --/ --------·-··-· --·-··· 
.--: - -_ ~ -~ a simple task. . i':tle l..ogic _funct1on ·of-the 11 0R11 gate requires-----"---------- - -
' 
- ' 
-: ,: __ - _ t.ha.t only ,one input -must have a value of 1 to cause th~ output 
-- -
...... , -·--· ... ---. - -
- . 
e, •• --to eq1Jal 1 . The _9utput_-'w'i~_ll ... b.e O .. orily·~-ff- a_!l the inputs are 0. · ~-•. ,_:;_, ... -._.,. .. ,a;;...,-,::· 
. 
....... • ...... ,- ... , ..... -• . ..... :. --·· --··' .• ·"-· ···----··-----<", _,._._ •• ,• ; -'- ~.-<' ...... <I ,.: ...... ,:_ ... .-, ............... ·.,; ... c ....... -. ~ --- -... - ~- • ·-.. ·,. .·"l. ' -.: ' ,.: <i ··.- .. • __ .,.._ --~'. ,.,,- • ___ 4:-• -•,:•"-.·-··", -:r--· ....... 
-~~· --,-·. --·--·--·---···· .. - . 
. 
···--: _:_·_: __ --:·_:--'J.tfigr_efQt'_e_,,. __ a GERT node, who~e number- of releas_es .. equals_ l. will -· 
. -------- - ----~---------~- ---------~ 
----- ---····---t.---....... ~ .. _ _....._,---,,~~~ ...... -······-············· ... - .. --·-. ···--
. ------------'----~-
... -·' ._·,_ ---· ·--~ ... -.-.---~ .. ·-- -~·-·------· .. -· -·-··-·--·- ·---------·· --- -· -·-··· .... 
. operate as an . ''OR" node. (Figure VIII (a)) • The·truth function 
· . of this GERT· node is _ equivalent to the truth table of· an . ••oR" 
gate. This is shown in Figure VIII (bl.·· 
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__ . ______ ·_.- --'- ----- . 
--- -- - ---- . - ----- .... \..._ ·-· 
---
._ -··---·-.-----~·-· ·.- .. '. ,._. .. - .. 
- ----- --------~_j __ · ___ - -- -- ·- ·--- --------- --- --- '·_···. -- -- . - . -------·-. . --- -,-·· ' .. ··--·--------·---.--- -
·-·· 19 •. 0 
... 
--~---·_-_:-.·.·,·-~,--· 
. . : ' ' . .. 
. ' . : ·-
... ': -· ·.". ' .. 
' - -·-·:-' - ', .. ·-_ - . ··-·:· . 
-~---------~- -
~·-· 
:.·. ------ ----·_:._ .... 
--- - -The -inversion qualities of the· -rem~~~i~9_ gat·es .-- to be : · · 
. modeled require the introduction of a clock _ impulse. Thi.s is 
. ~·-··-·_;_.not.the clock impl.ied in .the--definition ·of·sequential log·ic· · ~--- ····----
- ________ ,_,_ ... -:. ·. -- ~--·. -~ .. : . 
eircuits. The clock node wi-l.l generate GERT impulses and 
' . 
.. ' -----e--· . 
--- ~ ..... ------- -- - ---~ ~--- - ---- -
.:-!..; •. 
--- ---·---···- ·---,--- --~-------- - ----·~· 
·-----~---·- -·- ·• -
-
transport them to nod.es that· require such. a stimulus. ·~- (See 
Fig~re IX). The node has an output· line that returns to itself".· 
(with a delay,· in this case 1 of 1.0 units) to instigate the next 
- -~--c~9g_~ ____ irop_ylse. _ 'l'he ____ o_th.er_ou_~.pu.ts_· ___ ar-e-.... c.onne.cted- to------the nodes 
th at r eg:u i r~ th.e __ cJ.o.ck_ .. ______ Tbe.r..e--i-S---l'lO-:__l im-i-t,--on---t.h-e--number-· -o,f 
-- --~-- - -~-----. 
___ - -_ _0J.1_tpu.ts the · clock node may have. 
''. The "·NAND 11 gate: 
The NA.ND ,gate takes the operation of ·an---~11AND 11 gate and -- · 
t:hen inverts -the output. ·. The output value of a 11 NAND 11 gate 
---··-------·---- . ; .- ·- . .- . .·- ··.- ------·---·-··--- --·- -···-·-··-······--···---··-·---------··-·-·--..:.-----~---- -- -· -----. -- -. ~- -- --·. -·- ·---------- --- - - - -- - ·- ----·-·------ ··--··-.----· ··-- ·········--·--- ·······-·--···. -·--------·-·· ------------ -··· ------.---,-----·------------··---·------~--·-----·----· -----, -- -- -- . . 
. ----,--·-·-----"' -- . - ·-···-.·~·---·-·o··-·-·.,.--·. '-·--·- .. -·----------····-,-----
c - C~:~-=:.,: =->~Will be! t.lie 0.P.POsite of the Olltput value of an "AND" gate for , · ... 1 
. ~- -
r-----·-
. . . . .. -----· _ _. - :.. ........ ..:..:... .. ~~'.. -·-----·-·'' . ____ -. __ . 
' 
. ···.-__ =-:···-----··----- -
-
. - . 
_is- listed in Figure __ X_~-- 0Qvi.ops·l_y_,-·--t11i-s --pres-errt·s·- a·=="great-er-_~----.. , ...c .... =--_ --- -




•, --_ ...... -···~·':---·, 
___ ,. ___ ...... ·-·· ....... - ·-····-------· --"---~-------.!'.!.......-...:......, .. ~:C..-,_·-·-·------·t- --·--····'-···---- -·~- ··-'·--------··-------···· -,- --
di_f=fi:cu __ l:ty~-to mode~ tp.a~i the· IIANIJ-'1 ~nd ·~OR" gates .. However, .... · .. ···- :- __ . _- - ,--.~~--~--__ _.;:-=:::..::~--:--··-:::.:·.·:~ ~ .. -::~.~:-·.:·._-·· ·:·:_. -
- -----···--·----··-----·--·--·----~-----.····---- ,• .. -
-· the 11 NAND 11 gate has been modeled and it is shown in Figur_e XI. 
(The reason this model was chosen will become apparent when we 
discuss the modeling of the entire circuit.)_ It can be seen 
· that the clock has.been utilized in.this design. The node 
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. mo-dification, the impulse from ·node M+l. will .eventually r~a-ch- 0 ':.--~'. 
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------- - · ~node M and send an impulse to C .. as_· desired. The operations 
_:- --- ---··-·-·-· _,.. 
-: ··: .J. 












 ,---' it is seen that this table c·oiiforms t.0 the· operation of a 
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'11NAND·11 gate. ·-
. {See· Figure- XII) ~. = 
fhe "NOR" gate: 
The output of a •1NOR 11 gate is the inversion· of the· output 
. <;>f ~-I) _IIQR~' ,gate· for the same input conditions. The . truth table 
. - - - - - - - --- -------~--~--: --·-------
-- __ .. _ ---·------ -- -· ·--------- ·-·- --
-------·----· 
_'¢---~ 
- ------------- -------of the- "NOR" · gate is listed in·. Figure XIII~- . The "NOR" gate can ___ _ 
------------ ~------ --- - --
------·--···--
------- ---- - ----------------------
__ ., ________ .....,.........-.b-e-· .m-od-e ie_d-s ilni la r l y to ,the IINAND 11 gate .. Again, the node 
. 
' 
- numbers,. M and N, and the activity number, k, al!~e--a- func,t±on·of -------~ 
:,. --
the number of the gate that is being modeled. Node 5, as , 
befo~e, is a "sink" node used to kill an unwanted impulse. __ .,-. 
____ .---:c---- •• - -
______ ___: .. (See Figure XIV(a)) •. 
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. 
:......~ -----=--·-===--·· -~-· - " ' 
·--will strike node M+l causi_ng it to release; thereby propagating 
· ar 1 through the network to ·the output, C. · This can be 
summarized in. a truth. table as shown below. This t·able ··is.· 
.· \f 1 
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- .equivalent to the truth table of a "NOR" gcite as desired. 
. . . 
__ (Fi.gure. XIV(b)) ., 
.; 'L ~ 
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-The 11NOT 11 gate (-~nvertor) : 
_ ...... ~-· 
. -,--"----- ------ - - - . -- ···---------- ...... ....;.:_ _______ _ 
'. 
. '\ -
----The ''NOT" gate has one input. . Its function is to rev.erse .. _ 
the -value . o_f __ th~t ____ on.e--inpu-t- line. That I is, 
· ·_ the · output. must be O, and vice verse. , In truth ·table. form it 
· appears as ·in.Figure xv. -·-----------~ 
.. --:: -- ·--- -,-.-~--- . 
__ __;_ •. •-.r~-·-·-a.b,. ••~, .. ,,..,.•r,.~--=-"-""- • · ...• .......OCc-·, ••~----·--~•---""--•••·--·• 
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----,-,----~ 
· . With,--tb-n--Ly--one input. The GERT model of __ a __ "NOT" ______ gate is=------...,,.--~-----.--~-~-·-· ----. -----------------. _-----·----.----·-·----·-··---~-·--- ~ --
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. 
· · ·p~ecisely that. (Figure XVI (a)) • 
·-. As before, the node numbers, M and N, and the activity 
' number, k,_ a:re a function of the number of the .gate that is 
. being modeled. The operation of this model is the following:. 
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. ~~--~:-~-~-:.-~.~=.=,- ··;··:~--~----------::---1-f ·A has -· the value· -1-,- ·the·· activity k wi 11 be realize.a. and the 
. ,1 •.. 
--impulse· wi11 d-ie in nede 5, yielding what is esse--n-tially- a 
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... 2·ero. output. 
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_I:_f -;~has :t9e hyaill~ O, then- .. tp~ c·I·ock impul,9e,, · -~-·- __ 
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. The 0 EXCLUSIVE-OR" ··~g.a~te: 
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numbers, M and ·N, and the ·activity number, -k 1 .2«JE:e: a function ' . . ' . 
·--:a ·Universal 11 sink 11 nod~- to kill. an impulse and thereby 
~ulfilling the logic ·function of the gate •. The number of 
. : ...... _,_ -.--· ·"- .. -· ····-'·----~"'."···· ···.··c - .. 
releases on node N must equal the number of · input lin.es to the 
-
-gate. The cloct- impulse is _11 t~med 11 so that· t:ne impulse from · 
·node· M+l will not reach· node M, . be,fore an impulse from node N, 
· (if there is ever to be· an impulse from node N) has reached 
. ' 
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··.:, 
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t-imes impulses at A and/or B will. strike node N. If node N 
releases all; impulse, activity,k will activate the network 
. . .... 
modification. If that happens, node 5 will assume the position 
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Figur.e XVII. 
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model. The 11 EXCLUSIVE-OR11 gate has the distin·c-tive ·.characteristic. 
.. ·.":·-·· that · it will generate an output of l, -if one and only one of 
... ·,'" ·-· .. ·. its inputs has the val1.ie-· 1. . This characteristic is made clear 
-------
-- ~ --- --- -
.. by,truth table notation ·in·Figure_XVII. 
. . . 
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c=,c -~-----·- -- --------~- ·=--~-- -.- --·· . The mode 1 o~.~ the. _JJ_E:XCLUSI~-ORII ga.te. is shown -in 
-._Figure XVIII (a) . ··. Aga·iri the values of. N, M, and ·k are a function~-
~~~~~··-~--
. . 
. · ., _...2__'. · .. " 
of the number of the gate being modeled. 
If neither A nor. B is 1, node N will i\~ver be released, 
-_.,1 • 
· yielding a zero output. If both A and B· are 1, node N will - . - -·-· ·- --. -----------· ·-
-----· ----·--------,-----
~------ - ----------------·--·----·-··· be released befor-e activity k --is, realized. Therefore, the· line 
··value of 1 transmitted from node N will .die in node M.·--. Again,· 
-there·will be a zero output~- If either A or Bis 1, but not 
---bo·th,. nooe N will be released only· afte~ ·. node M+2 has been · 
- .--,.-,..-··:.· - - ___ .., __ stru~k by the cl-oek. In that case, activity k will have been 
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. :::~~:~ ·cc.~ccc:c~-~ -.-~~~: ... ~~~-~:~~-::-:~:·to .. the . truth table of an. electronic •• EXCLUSIVE-OR II gate . 
. (Figure XVIII (b)). •. 
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 ._____.-,-C-,-________ --~;Ip <addition ··to the modeling ot electronic gat·es, ttiree -. 
6the·r: nodes must be· created to enable the mo.deling of ele'ctronic · 
circuits by- GERT. 
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'~~-' . . . The iI}pUt node: . ·- _.,- \... -. -
1·· ·-··· 
·The input positions in an electronicne-t-work can be· 
. represented by GE~':!' $tart nodes .. , A start node will generate 
-------------
one impulse if it is proper_l.y_ ~-~$i..gnated. It is represented by 
.. ·-·-- :.·· .. ____ ::;---·--·- - ..... -----
. -
. the standard GERT notation as shown below. __Of_caurse-,---..the-r-e--~--'---------- . . . --·----·---·--------~------------------·--------. --, ---------· ------·-··-.-:--------· . 
. 
. 
. .. -=• -- ,·, 
------ ---------
are no branches le,ading into an ·input node •. · 
·.,,.,,"! 
_· If the input in the electronic network is· ·to have the 
logical value of 1, the corresponding GERT_ input node will be 
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-. - -·. ----•·" . :.- .. ----- -< ' ___ - -- ·:~-~-~1rfput ___ riocte _____ wr·1-1-·-·n-ot _____ b_e ____ d~s--ignated a start . node and of cour·se . -- ---------··-·"-•· -·-;--· . 
·.,---··-. 
. 
no impulse wil-1-----be---generated fr9m it. {Fig~~~- XIX)~---------.-.~. 
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represented by a ·simple -GERT node without any output branche·s. _· · 
·. An output node. will be· placed .at each. output. position in an ,, 
electronic network. (Figure. XX) . 
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.------- .- ',' -·· 
.··.·The· end node: 
. The GERTS II Simulator stops processing .a network when the 
. are sink· nodes and the required · number of· sink · nodes that must 
.. ··--·-····-·------·- ... -- - -··· ~--··· -----·-··············· ----···-----,-.-•-- ···~ -
... 
..• be reali.zi:~cf to .stop. tlle-~pr-0,ram ,-,.are' predetermined "by~:·-l:ne··" . 
. progra.nuner. 
One sink node will be used in the modeling O·f electronic· 
. .. 
,ri,etworks. · The end noa·e will consist of two nodes; the first. 
-· : -~-
.. :... .. , ' •.. -
-----· · - - -------:.--· of wh·ich -w.ill--b·e .connected- -·to-- a ._s.ource impulse. The second &-- -
.by a 11 timed 11 branch. The "time'' that the -impulse will take to 
reach the · sink node (and consequently stop the··. program) must 
_-be set sufficiently·· large to be sure there is no possibility . 
'. 
tbat the program will be II shut-off II before the network has 
- --- ---- -·- - ----- ---- -- - ------------· __ :~-~ '; '. -~ .. - --. - ' ----·--·-· -·-·· --- ···········-·- ---------·-···- •-·····--·-----~--·-··· ---------
----
.. ~ . ' - . --- -- . ------~ - -·-·········· .. ··-··---- --- ------ - - -- ·--------------------- ----
- --- ---------. -~-.---~ ', - --- .. , ' . . . completely run its course. ··. The -model· of tl).i.~ ·_nod.e is shown, --··-~:~ -- ~-:~, -- .L. ~ - '. 
-. 
-- _: _______ . •. -- -- ' 
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'------ ··------- '--~------- -----· ----. 
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···-A.11··-e1·ements of .. a combiriatio·nal logical circuit have. been-
-···modeled in GERT ·notation .. In addition to-the.gate ·models,, 
· complementary _nodes have ,been created to aid in the analysis 
I • 
. ... ,..-. . ....... ·:;.. ·~ ., .. .'' ~: ;;;·.·.,:..·' .· . 
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u.clock 11 node,. and t.he end node. I.t i-S-now · a simple task- to : .·:·_~·-. '.:._ . ___ : '-· 
model an entire combinational logic circuit. 
-
- . 
The modeling of an e.lectroni,c. network i-s · ac·compli_shed by_: _____________________ _ - ·-···-···-... ··--.·. _.-.:···---.. --· ,_-.. 
·-- ·-·-· -- . 
. -~ ..•. -v··· ... -- .. · - .. r 
using the following procedure: 
Gates 
: --.-




Rep:tace each e-lectronic gat.e with the· proper · GERT. 
-.=--





Place an input node at every input -cposi tion· in the 
netwo:J:"k. Place an output node at each output position 
· in the network. 
_;:..:.:....:___ ;-,-• ' ._ . ·' --- -- .. ~_;_· ··- ·. ---- . - ·- ·. ·. . . -··--· .. ·_ . --·- ··-··---~------·:-·-----------·--··-·-:-------~---1--. --. -· ·:--,----~--:---~---,-------':~·--·-"·--=~~-==-~~--~----·~~-=~~-==-'-- ·:_··=""·~:~~=-~~~=-:"=:=· =:~--·:· . 
. -----····------~,-------·-·:------~-::-- . (.3) 
€lock Impulse 
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·c4··) · ·End Nod· - .. 
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------------ --- -- . 
- ------··· .--·-··· 
'. 
-- - ~---... --··· ... 
' 
--- ----·- ------ -·------- --------. 
Add the end node and connect it, with the pr;oper 
parameter, to the. 11 clock 11 node • 
. 
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-
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. 
-------- -~-.~· ~-,--. --:··-~-·.;..::_ __ .,..:......--· ·, -~-. ..:.-.:.---. -:------ --
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·. 34 •.. 
- . ':~ ' . : _· ~-
Steps 3 and 4--c·an·.-be·automatically performed by the-~· '- ' ---------------
• •- I 1 
p .· 
. -~;. . 
:•,· : ·. 
.. 
.. -~ .. -TQ~ ill.ustr~te the, modeling· of combinationa·l- legic-··rietwork,·-
. ·-··-··--·--·· __ ,·:an example of- a circuit is shown in Bigure XXII ~n<I --it-s--1 ..... • 
,· 
equivalen1;:. is shown in. Figure· XXIII • 
. - . 
' ,., . 
All gates except the 11NOR11 g·ate are present in this· .. ~:..- ~ 
.-·,· ..... 
• I ,-'., 
.·: ·f·. 
. . · \ 
n·etwork. Before the transformation to GERT notation is started, , . 




~-----··. ·conse.cuti:ve £.ashion-.--------~he--gate-s--shou-ld·---;qe-numberea··-·-·suc:n·--t:liai: 
i'!;· .• 
the number_~~---a~y_g_~te wi.1.1.-be----lar:ger than the number of ·any 
. gate that--is preceded by it. For example, the gate number of 
. --- -, . ~-- ------ ---·---- ··-·- ----~-
________ i!i_e ANJJ gate must. be higher than the. numbers of the gates ·that _ ,.., ·. 
----
feed into it. The input and output· positioris .. should also be .., . -- ~- -
-i.. I 
bee-n-placed on the diag=ram. 





























-~-~~~ ·~:_~:___:__~ ... ~--'-'::-~~pag_e_. _____ .. The number of. releas_es .. for-each· no.de .. has- bee-n---deleteq----~-;~_:~-~~--~-\-=_=.=~=~~t·::-~ ' . .... . -.... - ' - ----·----- _;· : · ___ _. ____ -~· ---~·- - -- ~--: _____ · ___ ,. ... _ ..... ~---··-·:·:··;---·---··-··---·; ____ ,,_ .. ~. -···--·-····------·-·······-.;.·· ......... ·-'············-··:·-----·-····-·-··-·····---··---·--··--·--·-· ~-·----~- ',. -__ fl. 
" 
. fo.r clarity. The p.ode·s have been grouped and titled to 
demonstrate the ·relationship between the electronic network· 
. and the GERT network. Also,.. the· connecting branches between 
. I . 
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rr1·· ' 
.. the clock node and the nodes. ·requiri.ng the clock ·.impulse have 
been elim-i-nated to keep the dia9raI!1 from becoming· over-.. _ 
cluttered. The node numbers are the numbers the compute.r 
simulation would giv¢. them if this network was. analyzed. '.;, 
..... _. ' •.·- · ••• 0..- ---~ • ·--· .• ...,.., • ··:_·.: _.,. ,-·· • .• -
.·.:...:. . 
. .·, ,,)_·,-· .. ~_,_,r,-.- I ... , .. 
.. ;." . ; . . . ·--.- -·~----··i - . .. -- . 
-
. . 
... - . -
._.·sequential .· ·Logic: Cir-ctii ts:···------···---·--
- ~ - .. - -- - --- ---·---
:,. 
- - .... 1 
"" .. 
.. . The modeling of sequential netwo·rks is · a· mare . difficult 
.···problem -than that of combinational circuits. ·.Seq-µentia.l 
circuits di ffe:f ffoni combinatioha1 logic circuits in thqt 
~- _-.· 
·.·,1 
--~-· -- -.. ..........-. 
· ···. ·· -· . · the_2_;_e_~ en t·_~ tate __ __of ___ ±he ___ cir.cui,t ... -has---an----e£-f-eet.~-on---the-----next~-Y'\ 
·-· ...... -
state of -the circuit, whereas in a combinational .logic circuit, 
· · the next state is · independent of the present state ... A record 
· ·. of the "past history" of the circuit is made ·possible by 
.· "memory It elements and fe~dback paths. . The basic -memory- ele·ments 
.. -- -,•, _ .. •- ,' ....... · _,,. -.--·· . 
... 
--·-·--·--4~" ~~ 
:_··.·.: __ -~ ?a.re .. ~lip--.. f.l.o.p_s: ..... · .Each .flip-.flop seore,s--one~-. bit ·o·f·informati-oti~-- .. -~----- ___ . ___ .... , ,--- . , . . 
Thus, the information -~-:t9~ing __ gapacity of -a circuit is 
- ~ ••· s,,- ••• ~ a< ... a•,·<.,~--- ,.,.,=-C>--·~.=, .. -•,~~-oa .•• ,~~- -~~~= - '~~ -==•' -· • - ·~Y. "• - -·- •··• 
;·._ .-.,-
- .... ___ ,... .... ---,-------------.--~---··---·· 
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an impulse~ at periodic . intervals. In perf·ormirig -this stroboscopic· .. · 
.. 
.activity it· is -instructing. i;he circuit to evaluate the inputs . l· 
. ' 
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. •; at -these-·_and on·ry these specified _ti~es •. This will be 
explained_ further .when the· model-ing of flip-flops is 
. con·sidered. 
< -··· t. 
. .. ·.· ... 
-
·- .... -. ~·--···· - ,-,~···· .. ,. - ... ,_ 
~--------__ ,....:::::=:::=:---::--:-:=.._ ___________ ... 
· 38. 
';, •• , :· .• _',~·-· . _' I - •.• 
. 
----- -~--------
The general model Qf. ql_ock_ed .. se~_ential -circuits is 
- ... -·-·.-· -- - .. ·- -· 
:'s'hown in_FigureXXIV •. Thus,·the problem of modeling sequentia·1 
. - . : f. ·~--
o-ircuits· can be _clearly defined-. It. invoives the· -graphical. -
portrayal of the separate parts-, combinational logic and . 
memory µnits, and the delicate and exacting integration of 
t.hern. Timing is an essential part of the design of sequential {•: 
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i-~--.. ,--------~-C---...,..:.~-.:..~ _ _:__..:.:__ _______ e1:-r-eu-:i:-ts---artd will be the maj.or proble.m involved in modeling ~ r. . 
--- ---,·, .:::-
-.- . 'r 
. sequential circuits. The development of a simple to use, . 
· -easy- to adapt computer method of analysis of sequential circuits 
would not- only be useful in it.~elf but also would proyide a· 
tool £ __ or· searching and· testing new fault-de-tection algorithms:.: ~------:---· · -·._-
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_ Modeling Flip~Flo-ps 
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T~~re are three-"rna_jor -types 9f fl.ip-flops,: ~oggle, s_et~ - · ·--~ . ' · - --- • ---·- , ··. -·" 
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e,lectronic -value of -1 _ and the other at .0. -- That i_s, 
output -has the .electronic value 1, the ••0 11 output is necessarily . 
. ---- ··-~··~·----· -
01 ~~g~y_ice=-_v_e-rsa~:.-~--~-Th·~-~sti:1te_··-~of_:'.the _ -flip:_:flop- i;--~de:fine_d ·as 
of the output labeled 11 1 11 • Therefore, it is said tnat if the ~· 1 11 
- output -is on (equal __ .·to .1)-·t.he -fl:ip~fl"C>p< is iri" •• ' !,, •• ~. ;., 1, and if the 11.0 11 output is on the flip-f_lop is in--state -
·-
stat.e of the flip-flop at any given time depends not· bn the input·s to the flip-flop but also its present state. 
--···--------~--







are shown in Figure XXV. _ The concept of 11 present state 11 .and 
-
__ 
11next state, 11 is probably the most important notion to grasp. 
-. In this application, , it will be assumed that the clock width -_ .. -,.-- -·· --···. 
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to change its state. This tran-s-i~ion j_·s.: not. completed unti.l 
. -·------ ·-·····- ·- ·-··· . 
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the. next: state is that state which the flip~flop .exhibits after· 
the inputs have propogated t.hrough the circu-i t-... Thµs, the 
. - :-,:-,-- . .. _;·----.·-. 




was -not as assumed (i.e., if it was a wide· clock) the next 
,.' ~: . 
. -· ·• ··-··-· .... , .. ,, ____ ~- ..... -~----·- __ .. -...... .. ~. ·- ···- .•. --~ --··--
i. 
:,; 
... ·_~. -···. ~- . 
. . . ' .. '• 
'·· 
-.- . . . . . . -
. - --- ..• . ···-······-- .,, .. ,.... . . - ·.,. -:·· 
- st·ate might be generated before the present· inputs have fully. 
...---· . 
- .. _· 
. -
· disseminated, therefore, causing a potentially·unstable 
; ... 
··· situation. (In some applicc,1tioris, . the wide clock is desirable-. 
This thesis will first deal with the regular clocking activity .. 
and will later show that the wide clock do·es -not pose any .. 
in aurmaunt_ab.l.e--di .. f-f.i-cu-1-t-ies-.--)---------· .__ ___,...:..._c-----~~-----;,---
.· ; Thus, the· pre.sent state of the f'lip-flop ... Yields the_ values. 
·it. imposes upon the cireu-it. at-.-'f;;h-e-ti-me-ef t-he-p-r-e-s-en-t--set of 
' ___ ;-
' ,... . 
,, 
--~ - L 
--
. · inputs,.a.nd th·e next state _(which is-dete~mined in the pr·es_ent) ·. 
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to generate -th-e~·st-at-e--o~--·at least until- the clock pulse ended. 
··Thus,· the state 0. a,ccompanied·.,the present set of ~nputs -
- (whatever they niay be) through the .eircuit, and the next st.ate, 
1, has been made ready for the. next set .. of inputs. 
,. 
--· ....... -... -.----~- - -- ..• _ .. ·- - - ·-· -- ... 
---··-·-- --- -------·---,-······ -- ··-------- --
. 
,,. 
Therefore, the essence of modeling flip-flops is to de·lay 
...... the progression of bhe next·state until the next clock impulse 
. . . ~ . arrives .. • This · is easi-ly ·accomplished_ due to the 11 timirig 1~ nature · 
of the di_rected paths in GERT. Thus, when an impulse causes a 
_ flip-flop to change- state, the new state. is __ s_cheduled for. the· 
----------------------------------·----··--··---------------------- ' - . 
>time· the new -inputs .·will arri)l_e_c. 
.... 
. ·,,·.·-.' ·- .. _ 
; ..· The Toggle Flip-Flop 
,;-
''-:· The discussic;,~ ____ ;in_-the last· secti_on -expresses· in part the 
· · · · concept behind the toggl~ flip-flop. The flip-fl9p will. chang~ , -_ 
-·· ......... -- - . -- . - -
--- - - -·- -·-· ·----·- __________ .._,....... -- ~ - ~ -· . -- -
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- -------· 
s_tate with the registration of a .t~igger. ·· A- GE:RT mode·1 of .... ---- ... ---·- - . -·· - .... . 
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. . . -.... .. 
generated by t~e GERT clock.) If a trigger reaches nod~ 'N, ·it_· 
will cause an.impulse to strike node·N+l. If node N+l is 
.°'., .•. 
--· ···-··----·····---- ---- _, __ -·--- ------···••""···· ·•·•· --···-~·····-·-··-·-- - ·-· __ ,_ -
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. -,3.t- r. · 
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· released th.en the . output· will go to ---.. -y,r:--at a time equal to 1/2 _ · 
• 
-_··clock-from the present. The. scheduling of this 11 1 11 ou~put-will 
, 
-have no effect of the pres,ent inputs, but instead will accompany_ . 
. the ·next set of i~puts. -That. is, the 11 1 11 is -the next state of 
--
--------·-··"·····----·~--. ---··- -·--··- ·--·-·-·----·- ---:-··-·------.-··-- -··' ... · . . --·----·,- ... _----·-··-.----·- --- .·-. .- . - . 
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. ')·' . 
, · · If -there is no tr·igger· at the. time of new inputs the. state 
'of the flip-flop will remain the same •. That is, the next state 
'Will _equal the p1:_esent state. The·present state can be "saved"-, 
·-~. --
"' 
. - -·-- ... --··-· . --···-· - -----·-------<'"··----------- ... 
· by direct_ing it at node -N+3. If 'there is no trigger, t}:le last 
- . ~ 
________ , _____________________ __! ____________ ------ - ----------·-----· . 
state will eventually reach node N+3 and generate the next state. 
- . 
· -. If there" is "a trigger as discussed in the last paragraph, the 
', - . ·. ,- ;, .... , 
' ··. 
··__ :, ·' f 
activity-k. If there is-a trigger, node N+l will be released -
and modification k will be activated. This will send the last 
- .. 
------------· 
-- --···-·----~-~- -- ----~-----·-··· --------------··········· -~- - . -~ ····--- --- . ·---- ~---~-----.~~,---_ .. _-··-·-::....--
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. - . - - - - - - ·-- . . .. -- .... ·-· - -·· -- ... -- -
· state into node---M--;----~-Node· M has· -no- outputs;- -hence the last -sta-t-e---- -------------" -- -
- ,. .. __ 
:simply is .e.liminated . 
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- ----=~--'-C-------=;---~~-~~=~---=--·-T~e---as-teri--~ks, denotes a node that· -must-~~bc~~-reii.et--~-after ·each~ . ... -~- ' .. . 
. . .. 
_ . ·. c~:- l ~--~-- ·------· ________ :_ · •... 
---- .. :·:~-- , __ :~--- --set of -- inputs· are- imposed. -- In this case, the: number of- r-eleases- · . - · 
on node N must be two before the next set of-. inputs are sent , \ 
.• ···1; into the circuit.; If{. for a given set of inputs, there is no 
.·., r\ 
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- I GERT Model of TogfJle Flip-Flop 
(two out~uts) 
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. for this -flip-.£ lop, node- N will be .· struck once (by -the 
. GERT .clock) . ·By resetting the node it is made ready fo~ _J:.}l_e_~------~----_,- :,----·~---: - -· .... . ·- ....... -- -- . --- . 
. 
' •,.~ r 
' 
next set of.inputs. 
_, --------------_-- --·--.---·----.--~ ·-, . 
----- -· - ----





·_ F~gt1re XXVII ·.shows the. si tuati·on where· both,,· outputs -- are . --- . . ... 
. 
-·-------···--· - . ··-
considered. The model is quite similar to FigureXXVI, with 
,· 
' 
an_ additi.onal storage unit for the O output line. - The values 
of:X.and Y are dependent upon-the desired initial state. 
,. 
Set;;.;Resel: Flip~Flop 
--- _ .. -- ~---:---____ _,___,. __ -. ---, 
. . 
·., .' -
. ------= -~- -~·-·-:----
----~----~~.,...--------=~~~e SEit=r-eset (s-r) flip-flop has two input lines.. '.(See 
·FigureXXVIII) .. The outputs behave ~ccording to the table in ,,. 
·. Figure XXV. The inputs combination (1, :· 1) is not allowed to -
occur. That is,. :1a·"· circuit in wh1~h an s-r flip-flop \is _ 
- . 
. ~ 
- ' ·- . - -:- . . -- .. 
••;}·1. 
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From the ·truth table, __ i·t_ can- be· seen that the· input·s _ (1, QJ-,. ·1 ,';. 
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by activity k. If the ~nputs are (0, O), !:he modi __ fication is · · 
·- 1 
- - ---- ---------~--- .. - . . 
. 
--- - . -----·--·----,. ··- -··-··.----
. . 
.... - ~ - --------- ... ~--~ --·---- --. ---- ' ---------.--""-- --. - - --- - -" - _..___ --- -·- ·- --..... _ .,., 
·_ not instituted and the next state · is the last~ state:· The · \~ 
-·- -·-.. ~.:._.· .... --. --·· 
\ 
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-·-· next clock· pulse-:- .···•-·· •- •••••"••-••.••,••••L-•••-• ••·- .•- • • ·• -• -•• •.. -~, .-·.: • • 
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--~ ----~--· -·. ·-····-.·-··-··--,-
' '\~--
\ The timing of the activities accomplishes.the desi·reet .... --- -·- -~ .. ---~--.. \ 
-.: ---\-·-· 
. \, . 
.··· r~{ationship between.states and inputs . O· Theepsilon time is 
. ·, requi-red to insure the· activity k is aff:orded ·the opportlinity'"--·-,-~--.-.~-,.-~~---·-:_··-
- - ·-,~to be ef\fective. ThE=- e:psilon ~s. later. substracted out so that.·-
. _- ...... 
----------------------·-------------· 
----------'---~---
The value of 1/2 clock--epsilon 
.must be greater than the time of reset; that· is, the tiine 
.- ·-
between the initiation of the clock pulse and the· time the· 
'.· resetting of nodes occur. 
lost in the resetting. 
Otherwise, the next state could----b~e"-·--~--· '_~_::_ .. __ _ 
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' The j~K Flip-Flop ... .;.. 
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·-.•. ~-- .. ··- .•. c ,essentia-J.ly~the~~:s_ame,.~as. the--S:-r flip-fl-op; -however-, -th·e---~(-r,-· -1-)~-------'- 1 : .- . 
------------ ---- - --- - ----· - -- -- ------- ------- - -- - ------
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-·-- - - - - ~- - - - - ---~ - -
·--·---·-- ····-- · input contingency · has · been accounted for. . In that case, the 
next state is the complement of the present stat~.. Refe~fing 
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to Figure XXIX1· if (l, 1) is recorded at. (A,· B), node N-J-4 
will be realiz,ed, thus setting activity k+l -into action. This~ 
-~------- - ------------ .. • .,. . ' 
-~~~---. .,.----··--- , --·--~--.;·-·· -··········--- - . ' - ,.... . . . ~ . . . "). ~---. . . . -- - . .. .· .:.. - . - ·-.~ - -----_ ------,---:~·---,----~---
. -- -·----. ·-·- --- . ·- ... 
- ~odification -accomplishes two _things:. (lJ it sena-s the inputs · . -
-~------··------
.·· · ..... •· · .. · into 11 sink 11 node M; and (2) it switches-the-memory functions · · l 
---,-~~--~·--.. --~---·-·:-hu-. s~-Y~~ldi:~ a . ~~x~ st~te which ~is the comp~~ment of the ·.···•··· ...... ·.·_ .........••.. .· . · I 
- -------····--------·-- ··-----•, ------·, -- -- ·-····- ·-·-· ··- ~--
..... 
,, 
-: · present . sta-te. ,For ·o·ther -input combinations, ·the: .network ···-··-· · 
-- ·-·- ···--·· ····-· -- :· . :· . -- ' ·_; .-·' : .; . ·:.. . . : ' . .·." 
-_- performs similarly -eo- the s-r ilip--flop. 
' . 
.-· .•. _,.. .,., ;: 
---' . - . _.;. ___ .,. ~-- -- ·---- . - - - -
There are 1·4 nodes in this tepresentation of the j-k-
·flip~flop.- However, due to the fact that on~y-one output ever 
-~--------·-------··-----·--------------w--- --------------------------- -· -~~ -------··--
' has the :value II l 11 , _ ·far _ fewer activities are realized than might --
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--~ ,_,.Modeling·-_-a: Sequential- Clrcuit _ _ __ 
_. -·---·· ····-·---· ·-·----~· ... ---··- .. -._ •.·. ___ .. _-· __ , .. '. ·:_:. ·_ ·_____ - -- ----------·- --- --··-----· ···--··· . ----- ------·- ··-----·-·- -- ----·------ ·-··---- -- --···· ____ . ___ · -_-_. __________ --- --- ·- . ___ ----------- "• .- .· -----~···-- . '... -. . -- - ..,_, ___ -: ~-__::::---:-::::-:-~::_"-.::_~-:-:--=-------- -~-------
, ---· I. ., ~ -
---------- ----- ----------- -·-.----------·---------- -
_, 
Th·e basic elements oj ·a sequential logic c·ircuit--ha-ve now · 
..... '·.· .. , ... _·_: . . - ·.-:-:··--·_-.-•:--·------ .. ~ .. .... ,.;.; ..•..•.. ~ 
.. - . . --····---- ,. ___ -·--··--·---··-·--· - _-.___ ___ -- ___ _:_~-- ____ .:..· .. ;· 
. . 
-- ..... -- -- ........ -----·· .,,:..., ..... -~--·-····-···--- .... .... -- - -~ .. . ...... ·- --··· 
\ . . . 
·been developed with the· specific intention of/modeling complex 
---~ circuits. · That is,_ the flip- flop prototypes explained in the -• 
... . ~-· -·- ---· -------. '----=--=~~-~.::~.::.:-.::::·::_--~-·--------···-----·---··-·-- -- -·-·-···--·-~---------···--··--.--•------ .. '···-·-··· ________ _,, ........... , ............ "-------·-·-----~--·,"'·'····-"···"'-'"·•--··-~- ·-.-----·-·---~--.-· - <' • ' • • • . 
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.·.,_ - ,, ······-··.--,---_7---..'. ............. :"'."·;··; _; . --- .; • __ .:__·. __ :_~---- ___ · ---- I.., . . -·--···=-""··,-.-- - \)'". ---·- .. -------·---·-----·------·--· 
-'-----~-..,..-------------~--· ~~- , : ; -~:prev-ieus-~:eet-i-on--~hav.e-:-~-et).e·-- i-~her-enis C.:ha-rae;heri-s-t ics enabling .ccthe -· 
. .· --- ------· . ·_t-·-" . . .J . . - . . --·------------'--.. -·--,"--------"------------,----------·.- • • ,'. - ' 
.)- ' •/ 
' . - - ...... ·••· . -::.::.. .• ___ -==-..:u..,..:.a·=v.u.:=--·.r.;;.~---,y·.>-, __ ,.., _______ ,_ - ..... 
__ ________________ simulation 'of· an-~'e-rl·t·ire-··-circuit simply by joining the··- ·GERT 
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represfentations of its -individual components. Modeling of the 
· f_lip-f~op _proved· to be serindipitously sal·utary with respect to-
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- -- - . -- - -- ---------
~ . . - . 
. . 
.. 
-·------·---- ·-------· -- ---
______ , __ --------~---.". ·-
-···-.. 
-the -larger problem, the exacting integ~ation of combinati-onal 
and sequential elements. That is by- seeking graphieal--par-agons 
, . ,, ---- -- ------···'-·· - -- - ----~ .- ... · . ... . 
-- - .· .. --- .-·" '-of---i-nd·±v±-aua-1--frip_;f-lops; the previously elus;ve nexus required 
-- to mod_el entire circuits was uncovered. Therefore, it is n.ow 
-. possible_ to C()Il.Si(ler_the- modeling- ·of· an- -efi.:t-i~e; ·ci-rcuit·. - . ·- - ·········---- -- ··----·----~---·-····· ______ : ......... ---····- - -·. ··-
___ ,..::..::.--:--··. -·· ....:..:__·-··- . -- --·-·····-- -
_ The proced~rE:_J:_s ve~y similar . to the technique outlinecl 
.• 
- 'when combination- circuits were discussed: 
. ' 
- ' -·_--
(1) Replace ·each electronic gate.with the pro1>er_ GERT .·model. -····.--·-·:: -· ......... ;· . 
,. 
------· -· ----- ---------- --,=- ·---~ -
- __ :., - '. -- --- : --
_'i_-~.,,'.- . 
. ' .. l.: . 
-(3) ._; E·stab-Iish both the-G'ERTt clock ·and the ·circuit- clock. 
·- (In actuality, these two- c-an be one in the same. . But _for 
.· ~--~-----·---·-- -- -- -----------_- purposes of illustration, the distinction will be ·made 
. - - - -- - --- .... -. - -~"' .-~ --~. -
,c 
_____ :, ____ · __ __:__~- .---· .. -
here~) 
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---· -- -- • • --~· •• - .---. .• - ... ·-.•.--,..,-._. -~• .•. .:..;--·-~~ -~· ····••:··'"· •••r·-~o·~-
------·-- •"· --· ---- . --
- . (-4 ): . Add -_an _ end- node .• 
. \, .-
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. ., • •._ ""7.~-
• <. 
• . . . i . 
\ . 
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I '·-~ 
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_.·· .. -. ·.· 
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--------· ___ ..... .....-- --~-~----
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' j" ,, . ' 
·--·----~ ··-·-,·--··--- .. -·-·,---. 
' . 
' .. 
.• (7) .' Establish reset· nod.es. The· network modifications caused 






·-· state. Likewise,. nodes with multiple· releases must -b~ 
., reset. · There can be· one-- reset _ for combinational elements 
' . 






 _t __ -·-· 
- ' ' 
· they can be the same. 
) 




(E.3) Set flip-flops to d~sired ini:tial state • 
. ". 
. . Most of what is lis_i;.ed. can be accomplished by the· computer· 
- -;-----. _-:-~--------:-=---~. ~.,__,_____ __ _ 
·. To·. demonstrate . this procedure;, three c.ircui ts have been 
.-,c~ , .. -. · modeled and their proper operation has been· modeled. · A test 1of 
the j-k fl.ip-flop is not found in the other trials . 
. . ~~v-· -- --- .T .. - ~~- ~ 
- ------
- -·-. __ ._., ---- .~=-..c·.o...------
:: Modulo 118 11 Counte~_- ~- .. - - ~- ·. . ~ :... ; ...:. ; ' . ---· .. , ··-~- .. : .•. .. -. . -· --·- .. - - - - . --·- -- - - . --·- --
. ··--:- . - . ..,.. . 
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--~ ~---· -
:~=~ ::~~~~: .... - ~:-· -- ·,----,·-,--...:...._. an:·-~ins·t:rtict.io:ri counter . 'J;hat i.s,: when an 1·ns·t:r-uct.£0n~s-.. _· C :__ ..:,, •• : ....... : •• ••·.·-'-··"' •-= •--•-'--•• ___ ,_._,_,_-_____ ••• ••••• -·----------·.--·-·• __ ..___._. _,..._.·_- -_. __ .,_._.-,:---"'-•-•·•------~:-~-""·.-.-.,..,,,, ... -----·---- • I 
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-·---------------·-. -----~-----·----- - ·- - -~-----
.,,¢' }~:~i:1te ..... co11il!':i j_~i~~-c~~en~=~- ~ ~±_5:: __ ~~-=~~ts_the-~Olll~f~t=:·---~ · .... CC~L,...-~ 
the net instruction. 
. . 
. . - A counter of this type is shown in· Figure· XXX. It has 
.; • • I . 
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56. -
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\ _ . : 
·-:""' .. ___ ... ... - .... 
. ( - - .,. --· -· 
first puls·er · sets the first flip-flop to-~·:-1. The next pulse will 
-
. 
shif~ this bit into flip-flop 2 and reset flip-flop. 1 to o .• 
.-- -····.·- --- . --··-·-·-· . -···--- .. ··--·--·, ... ·--·----····---,·-··--·--·-·_- -·--··-·--·-----::.:; _______ .. ------------------·-- - --· ----·----·-·""·-- 1"• - . 
The activity-is obviously that-of a binary counter. 
• 
--The-_GERT model· of this cir.cuit ..... is .. --sh6wn-in-Figure.XXXI:- •. ----·''------------ -i 
- ' '- - . ·. . . . - .: ... ·.--,---~-- ·--· . ; . 
. ' . .- . 
·--~· 
Due to the simplicity of the circuit, the timing error 
-··•-·•·· '·':· -- .... - . - .... _. ___ . .;..;. 
----:--.~. . ........... _::..,_.,, _. , 
- ~-.. _ 
.. ac~ivities have been deleted. 'l'h_e GERT network has been·-·-· _ _ 
- ---.,~,. -----· . --~---~--·-·--·-------. ,-· 
..,._ 
programmed and r-un •. _ The results match the -desired outcome. 
"-.:·· 
· See Appendix A. 
- - -
"" . .,.., ___ _ 
A. counter --that -is used-: to st.or~e .r--elated·- bits of information · 
is·- known· as_ a r·egister ~. -If the info·rmation is serialized_ by its 
source, the counter can be called a- shift. register. 
· -two set-reset flip~-f-lops. F-igu-£-e---XXXIII is the GERT 
- ------- - ·-- ........... · --------·· -- ,_ --c'----------··--------------------- ---- -- --- - --- .,_~-- -· --
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59. 
Figure .XXXIV i~., the GERT model of a ·j--k flip~f-lop ,rilo~eled 
· · ··.with all combinations of inputs imposed. The emperical output 
..... . ... .. . .-.,,e '' "'" "'" 
conforms precisely to. th-e··-truth. table function required. of . · 
such·. a model. See Appendix C ~ 
.· :: ... 
. . --~·. ·- --·-·-- . 
·, 
. ,. 
...... ·- .. ~:_..;· -· ,... . 
·., J\.·Large--Scale Circuit 
. -;. ··- -· 
-in an· article . (5) ,· A. J •· Dachel developed a. clocked 
· ··• ·sequent·ial circuit with two s-r flip-flops, 14 gates and numerous 
-----.~~~--'-----'~--.....__ __ c..._ - --- ---··---------------,,-~ ..----· 
. ·. · ·- feedback . lines. Figure XXXV is a drawing of this circuit . 
.. 
.. The circuit has three possible states,. one input line, and one 
. __ ._ .,,,.:. -
output node • 
. ' 
. ,.,. ........... -..... .. -·- .. ~ .. 
. . - .. ·«-···~·- ··:· ---... ~ 





. .. ' 
. . 
The GERT · r.epresenta-ti·on · o."f this circui·t is-, shown · in 
- c" CC_.~= -" =c·c" --~:'.Jr_igure J{XXVI'. - In this :'.figure-, the - :ini-t-i-al- 'State -of -each--> ~·=:- -,-- . -·,- ---- -- - . 
. . . •. - . . 
. . ~ .· ... 
. f lip-flo_p i.s state · 0 ~··: - , : .. 0 =~~~-'" ~------ •.. ~: ·:.._'._. ~ .. - -- .- , -
-··- .. -.-. _ _______:__-=============================~- - . ' 
... 
--------~-- -···-··- ------- ---.---
.-,· -- .. : •. _. ______ ---·~·------· •.. ,,_ .. -~-.-- --.---·-- - ·-·- _'.t 
.. . .. .. ,., .... 
·, ....... ---.·- ---- ... _ . 
s,- ,---.' ...... · .. ,. ___ , .. . ..... -- .. -.•. ~ ~~---···--_..__::::.:_--·_:.:::::-_=.__::-~- --- -- ~ ........ 
0--- ··-·-----·--·-. - ··. -· ·-----.. : ...... : - ····- ·-·---···-----.--·--- .- .,~---- .. 
Mr. Daebel liS1:ed- in htf;· :Q_ap~r the propex:- ope~ati0n <D£- - __ :· --·-:·· -·: .• _--. ____ . __  
-··- ··- --- .. 
----- --~--··-····· . 
the. C-irc\lif-~" -1• . ,' --· ... ::·-------· ---~·---:·--·-.~-~.....-----.-~ The -GERT ·output ":riia.t.che.s __ his resul~s •. See 
- ·-------- -
. -- ----- -- - --·· - ---- - ------- --
·.. . . . ~ - . . ' . . . ., ·~ ·- -~~-· -·- .. _.. '--~:_, __ ._..~,--~---' ,. ·-·~--~---··-·- .· -•·-·':"""':::-::-:-·:--C---.:..·--·--.-_·-·cc-··-·····=~~:,-... :_::.-.-;··=c._:_ __ ..==._.....;..._ .. _, _____ -,:-_~_ ------ - ---:.· .. -.:~,-- ·· ·_._ · -_ -'--- --
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···FAULT·. DETECTION 
operation··of a· properly operating circuit, .then impose faults 
-----various gates, and compare the results. ·That is, for each 
. 
. . 
___ ,--...-·•;·• rrr·-," - I'"';-,"" --~; -:~·-~·~ 
...... - --- _ _. ----··· ---,----,- ~ . 
--,--, .. 
. .. , .. --,-u,~····-'."'··~~---·w··~-~-;:····--~i:npu-t:-····combi1:i-at:±·011.;···-·ene·····aorre·spo-nding. out put. for a . properly 
. . 
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···· -unaetectao·Ie. I-f~ a- difference exists, the fault is detectab·le ·· 
) 
·.·_._ (but not necessarily uniquely detectable) •. In this waYJ__ a -~ --- _:__ ___________ -------·· ----·-··- ---- -------- -------- ------------- ·- -- ··- . - _____ .L----------~----c---- ·. . ---~-----~--~-------------------------- . . . 








GERT simulation •. However, to generate 
network must«be simulated· with faults interferring with its 
. ~ ---·-- ····-· ·-····-···· ... . . . .. ········ .. . . -·-~- ... c.------c------- .. ____ .. ________ s>_perai;ion •... The eonsequence c5f--eacli-~-fault ·can then ·be determinea··:---. 
-·- - -------~ 




The te.sting. of combinational circuits .· is somewhat ··-· --~-~-::·:~·::~~---''=;::·;--:.---~- :~:··--: __ _ ·~- . . . . . . . . . .. - ' ... :-- ... =---··- - ~- ~ = ~- .=:: __ .. · :.~~~~---~--::· ·.:~:.::.-~. ~=-~-: . -~~· ____ :::~· ... : ·~:.:.:::.-.:: ::~--~=~-=~:'.---'·-~=----::~- ·_,. ..... ~-" --~-. ~~----·----~----- . ·- ----·- -·- . 
··-- --- - . --=~-~~-:- --- - ·- -~ ------ -- --- ------- -------·- ----·----- -······-· -- -·-:- ·- ·_., --·-··. ---------- -




----·---·----;"·--- .-.-~ ·---·-----··· .. ·-------:---·-·-
-_. --- ---···-····· - ---
------ -······ ·--- -· 
---·-· ____ · .. · .. --· ----· 
















--····· ........ -.---·---------------~· . .,.---- . ___ ..... -----------
- .. 





.. , • .,,_.'.•_"• .• - -~-.- ... • -
-
--·-·-----------~ ---------'----:---:--:-~-'--•-:-• .... :..*--~···-'"•-••---··-•-•L 
--
- - . . . 
------· - ---
- ----- --- - - -----·-·. - -
··-·--··-
----·---·-·-- --··----··· 
-- -----·--· ------·····-that is, simulate without faults, then with, and observe if a 
· di·fference exists. Nevertheless, . due. to the dissimilarities 
in logic circuits, the two major types will be considered for 
. 
T en us J n 
';..r-'-....--, '!,_-,,R .... ~ 
- --
-
-·-··. . . . ... --'------··-- -------... -- ... ..... . ..... ,. .... _. __ -. -·- -· -·--·-- .,.. .. ... ··-- ··~i 
.==-·~•-,.-,. -., ... ~.,._._R • • L &. 
= c:---' ------ ____ .... .... -
l 
l I .. '• . . ':ta~· • .t -.-t--;-= . ';".i . 
I . ·' 
• 
-
_._ • ____________ ......:.....'..---·· 
- -. ·- ·-·.··---· • - • •+ 
J • 
·------- .... -·,··----~---·--·---·--· ____ - ___ .-·:· __ ··-;-·· _ .......... -- -- -
64. 
fault detection separately. 
· ... , :: Combinat.ional. Circuits 
-
. Since the . output of a combinational circuit is sfdlely :. I 
. 
··-
-·- '" ........... ·--- .-. . d_ependent upon the *nput.~. to ·that circtfit, ·the_:~res,;i.lt: ______ Q __ f_ ... . 






··each input-fault combination can. be ·~considered separately_! _______ :_ __ ~---------:---·--·~-!<: 
·. the. cir·cuit-. The number of simulations (or tests') that ne~d 
be run i·s ·obvio'll:sly dependen~ upon the amount of . information 
. -
~ · · desired-~--~be_q:u.an_t_i_t_y __ · .oE_in.forcma-t.-io-n---d-ev-e-loped-by---the----pr-ograrn-~:----------;--~-----,------·-·------- · ..-~--- . . . 
. 
_: __ ·--·- ··---- ' . ' •.-'·-. 
can. range from a complete set to tna-t informati·on caused by 
. a few input-fau·1t combinations. -The faults· under consideration 
in most algorithms are of three,types: stuck-at-1, stuck~at-0, 
·-
.· · and line faults_. · These faults- c~n be programmed in the 
_____ .following ... manne·r: · :·.· --·---·-··-~ ·-----·-·-·-··· :· . - - -- - . - -· ---- -·- ... --------- -
--- ---·' .' _ ........... '..".···-·- . ····-· 
. 
. 
------. -------·-' --·""'.-:----·- . 
. --- .... -·· ,,- . 
- . -~---~ 
(a) i•stuck-at-1 11 •. This occurs when a. gate produces .. ?in o~t_put __ -__ . _ ..., ..... -----,-----
-'· -~ ... -···--------:~ .. -~ .. :::::_ .. 
-------- . - - - ;- ·- -,.-- " ~ --------·-·"'.-·:------- -- -···-·,···- .-.--····-·· - .,,~_., ___ ·-··--·- - -- ... ___ ..... ·--· •"'" ...... 
-
----···--·-·-·-· 
. ...-.. .... 
of 1 unde.r-:~·all combinations :of-.-·input. ---~O---aecempl-ish thi~ .. , <~ • • ., •..•• - .. ,-._•r •·-·~--·· .-·---·,.,: • .,.,. ••.••.•• ,-••. ,,-., •. --,._":.-:.e.~·-•·....:._......;:_.;_.;_;_:___ _ - -::-:~--:_---- ~-----·--·-
·· 
. • 
- .._ ·~ '--->',{] ... ~- "• ~--
.r, ·······• . Y-) 
-1.· ·--------~ ,.___:_:__... .. ..--
. ~---c,c.,cc.~=·~=~~i, •. ,.:=·±~= ·_'--· -'··- .. L. ;~···e{ffe-cE~_t · "L?!f~- ~(;;ER':£' ~~-no4e~co.r.respondifig ___ tc:f the output side : of- ---- ·-··-·--·--· --··----------------·,________ 
'\, . ~ .......... . ••• __ .,_.,- -··• ·•--•·· c••· ·• • - ·- -· - ... ,_ ---·-- ----- ·•" ---· . - . . . 
·-- -- -·- .. ···-·-·-·-----·-------·· -- ·--------·-·-··---- .•. ',,. __ .....•. ·-···· -
..... , -~ --· .. ·--·- ,. __ - ~ -- • L the·· BDstuck-at-1" gate is defined as an input ·node for the 










"S~ck-at-oH. This occurs when.a produces an·output \. . \ . \ 
. 
-- of· 0 1p.dependent of_ the input to the gate._ This can be· ' \ . \. 
\ . :: . ,. 
. .. •""":).- , __ . 
- accompli·~hed by making~ ··sure -that _ the GERT . node ~orres;ponding 
- •-.--~ ,-- ' ., ',,.. -
•- .. ---·"·"·- . .._~ -, '-, • I I r-1 . 
\ 
__ . _ .-..--;-- ----·--·--------:r··---· r·-·r-•····-,--·· . -··· .... '""' I ·, 
- .. ·-
- ---- '\ ____ ['"-;,, --~---~--,,-- •' 
· . . · 
-
-·-··-----~---·- .. ---··- ----;·· 
--
.'1~- ,.,··:.'). .. --_· .. ---·--· 
. 
l 





\ if the--numbei\ .. of re.leas·es -for this o·utput···.node -is set '• ·\ \,. 
.. 
. stlfficiently hi'g:h so that it will never be realized, the . . \ --·-·- \ 
. \ 
. 
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simulated by modifying"the GERTactivity corresponding 
. :\ . the li-ne in -question.\\ For example, the "missing wirell .. _ · . . . \ .. \ 
•.·· .· fau~t can be simulated by-~ov'ing the GERT· activity 








__ :i._s __ maae that 0on1yone-=£au0.1:t-c~, occur. at: ~ -!:iiit~!-"~HQWe;er, -~-· -----_-··· ' --·.- -- \·----:-·--c-- -------·-·· -------
.• GERT may prove useful in exteil.d~g th~t assQ.mption ~-
... --









-·--·-·- ., .. •· : .. 
_., ... ,. •·--·· • .. •••••·--- -_--• ---- • ·.··;.-•· .·CC---·-\_·\. .._,.-- • 
•· r•--·-·~-----------· . -.. -.. -:-.. :;: .. --;;:.r::-·-:-·.:::: -=::::.- - - -- - -· 
~ 
. \ 
- ,~. ---~ --
. 
. 
--_· ____ To. g·~tjerate -a comple-te fau·l=t.<_~table /\ the_ ··program~mus·t.··= -------~-- · 




-·;·•. ~ s-iriiula_t.e--·a:11 input.-combi:rfa~·-ion~s;_·· -f~iJ:-st wit,tiout -fa·ults,. ~ri.e:o 
once for each possible fault. If there are \n-inputs and m 
n· possible faults, the·network must be simulated (m+l)2 • 
n n 
,, 
· •· -c-. Obviously,. this is. the most inefficient and most cumbersome · 
· technique •. There is much room for _improvement in both 





The fault detection procedure· de~_c:r_ib~d . ap_qye _i_s: __ ~tooc--,~"'·-·~·,--"--'"--~--i•c-c-,cc,-~"-,'~c=--,·-·--- · 
.-. However, there ar,e more efficient methods of generating fau·It .· 
information. .An .algorithm developed by Armstrong {3) eliminates 
an extensive amount of computer activity in generating the set ·.· 
detectable faults .. His method isolates. the effect of a.--





-· -·--·- - - --
------- -





. ,, .·. :'. 
. . . 'b,;, 
. generate a complete set· of def~_ectable faults. If the circuit. ,., 
question· had n-inputs and m · possible faults,·. thi·s technique 
-·· --- . . ........ ----· ---
- ----------
----------····- · .,._ ................ -
--·-~co·c-·--------··-· , ... ,.--------•·-·;· 




· ·.. simulations- were needed .. Howev.er, 11 path sensitizing" does 
-
_ p;~~~nt .·-some. programining difficulti=~~-· ~8-~,cf~S-?~~1?:!:~;~<!--~~~n~.~~th~~::~~::,:,~~~:-L.~~~.-.. :.: .. ·,:: ••.. ~-- ._.,,,..,~,·--··'·--·- .,.,, .c-- .•.• - ···-----:--·-··· --·-·-----·········· ... ---------··-~ --- - .... - -
.. ~-----·- ... -C----·--~-c:l.l.gc,r:ith1tr-pre:vio~~~y- dlscussed. Neverthele\S, t1l~ ~!!- · effect-~ --------- -------- ~ "" .... ;.• ... -~ .. .,_ ~-
. 
. . ... - . . . . . ....... -- . .. .. .. . .... -
-- - -- --- . ---- ---·· L . . ·-
. --- : ... 




.... ,. ~ 
- .. ~ 
by the program, and, in that way, expand its usefulness to. 
larger circuits. 
n n 
I I -z -c'.TrfI]'2;SJ2'· ..• -±;;.._-....:: ~ _).,,..,, .,,· '.'<:'·=.=· ... ,.-·_.:,.:/..,;:_·;.~:·:·. > - .. ~_ ~. - ' -·:···.:..::.:~~:::~.·:.... .. ~·-~;.· .... ~._:.....;..,_~"'",._'~~~:~~~-.. -~...:~~.~---__:__.,:___.--~ 
..... - ·-~.--......... -----~-----~-~--.. --- ··--·· -




- . . ( . 
l •. 
. .,·' --···-·····--: ___ . 




. has been simulated, the problem r_~duces 'to a data-proce-ssing 
problem of discovering and discarding redundancies.· 
. ·: ... 
. ·.· . 
. 
· I. I . . • · ~ 
. '" ,._ :,·_·,. ..... - .. . . . ·····.-- - --·- . 
l 
• I! 
_ · Sequential; Circuits· 
---~- _________ ·-->---- . _- ____ _ -- -- ---- ·;.·.· ______ .. -.- ...... "----·---------- --~-----~-- -
- l~ 
.,,_,,.-· -·· ·-·· -----·-·-· ... --- . . . : .~ ,. -··-···-· .. ·-··' , ... ' .. ··~- ........ -





.. ----~-- -----------------c-- ~~--'-~·-c--·--------~ --. . .· . .:. . ...:~--- .• 
·The_ ou_tput o;f _ a -- sequen~ial qircuit -_ i.s not only dependent-·--~----• 
upon the inputs but· also upon the state of .the flip-flops. 
Thus, the sequence· of inputs is critical to the analysis. 
, ... ....,. 
The checking sequence of_ a sequential circuit co·nsists of a _ 
-
-
- _ --_s egmen_~ __ ;:_t_Q _____ g~_i...ye ___ _tb_e ___ c.ir.:CU,i.t~----tO---a~~i-n-it-i·a-l-------s-ea-te-·-and·---a------~------~--\- _-_ ~-~~:-~~-~----~---------- . -- . ·---·---------------
-'-
:_. __ s·egment- to determi_ne · the response of each state to the . .. . . . 
. 
. 
-- distinguishing sequence. - - A distinguishing -sequence is . 011e 
. - ' 
-
- •. -_.wherein __ a unique response" is obtai·ned fo,~- each state • 
. -.. ~t- -:'-
·. . .~ .-~' .. - : . 
- - ~--...... ---- -- -. 




Therefore, in testing· a sequential circuit, a sequence of · 
-----
-·- ---
-····-------· ----· - ·-..;...:__,. ___ ···-------·· -··-··-----·---·--·-
- -·---
------------,--~-'--~---·----~-----···--· 
·~-~ :... ---- -- - - ____ ·_. - -· . . ... : _. ~ - ---- --· -· 
····· -








- ---- --- - --
- --:-~~--
0 




- .. ·--- -·-------- ... --
~--~-----





'. . compared to the _ output -of g_ ___ p~ri?-:l?~rly~-opeJ:Za..ti-ng-~ei,r~cu-it-J-=-~is: .~ -·- - :: - ---- -~=:~~ .c - ~~--- -- 7 : 




. / . ' 
. -l.,.-- -
u_, 
- - ;;:::;;;n--··· --5--·.dC-- - ---
-
_____ , _ .. ____ _,,,,._.,,..-,.,,..,---.. =-----....-.. ·-·--- - ...... ~.-~~ ·--~-- ---··-·-··- . .,.., ·----- __ -. 
. -
develop fault information with GERT,. the properly 
. ' 
operating circuit-can-be quickly simulated to generate the· 
outputs •. The program can then impos~ a fault 
the input sequen~~ specifi~d. ·The, program· will. 
. 





. ' .· 
' . 
. . 
the proper output.·. . Once a, difference is -detected, · the testing 
. is completed for that fau.lt. ·Then, a. n·ew ·· fault is imposed and 
the sequence is again begun. This continues until.all 
.-:i . . {or· all faults requested). .. have been tested for. Once this 










_:...:_· ....... -~--- .---· --·-·e.··.v •. ·.. . . ~--'· -~-~--
·-·------,- -~----· ~.-------~----·: --· -· ______ .:_.___,.~----. processing problem. 
- ----.-:--:-;:-·.---;-·,_-.-... ,~·.-;--=---·-·---. _.,.,., ... -.·,_·--;-, .. ..,--, ---·---; -------··-----, -
The programming of ·faults must be somewhat different for· 
,• 
.... ,.,.,, ·,_, •. ,fo.4 
· :sequential ,circuits due to the memory -and feedback arrangements .. 
' 
types of faults a.re the s_ame with the addition of faults . 
- -··-·· --·····-····-··· 
. .-. ---·-··-······· 
--- --------·-····----
-- -- ·--· ·-. ----· - --·--·-· ---
---·-----------···---- ... 
c·on·c·e-r 111 n g f lip~f lops. . . The faults can be programmed .in the 
------..---------·· 
.. .· 
.. - -····- ------------- ----------- - -~~------
. - . - ~ -· 
-- -
,.- · __ .: ..... :. • • • ..,C,~~:··:_.•,..,_.=.:~.:•.:._•;•~:~•.:>~~:s,-::• "'"'-""'' -••= '":~=·· -~-:~ ~:-·: ••-•~•••~--~--~~-~u-~-:-~ .. ::~, .• ->.: ~- •• : .. , ... ~·-·-7h~ ·---_'·~-;--·:.,-·-~ ·o,;; : ,,•, .•. ,c ·. ··.·., 
· following manne_r: 
___ ,:.•_-.. ~ ••...• ~-:. ······-;: ...• ---~··· ---~·. ·: .• _:-=~:·'·"~-·-··~_:.-:~·j;~~~=-=--:-~,~~=~=----~--=~~_:~:=~--:~::\=~-~-~-~,-~~~:_.:::·:=-~~;;· •. _.·: .-.· ---~.: .. !· .• 
--------- -----: 
. . , 
... . 
. · .. ~ 
-., .... ,....... ..... .. ... , ... ·e,,, -- ;. -· 
.. _____ :_t-;r:aI1$mit _a __ re.alization · -from the GERT clock at' ·ea,ch·- cycle, 
assuring a 1 output for each set of inputs. 
"Stuck-at-0" • This can be executed by setting· _the number 
............. ,~·-· 
-- --- .. ,.-". - . ~, 
i 
~i f ~ I!. 









----- - ---~---:_• -.-· ::.. 




- "'"". -- ...... 
: 
, ! • , . - • -
- - - - - - --• -~ --,- • • I 
~---.-.---',.~' ~-, ~·:.._..._...+--:-~~-.:. -___ -""'. ___ -__ -'--____ -'c'-__ -_~. -.· _.;.......~.--., ~ .......,,,.·' - ·.-_ ..,.· .. : __ -.- ... ·. --·_ --- ... - -~- -----·--·--:__ ___________ . ----··----....... . - . . ' . 
. - i 
...:_.:_~~~.........:.:...~~_:_:__;_~~--'-~~ . ,• .. 
___ .. ________ -~----- ~- --· -·----, 
. "";---.-
-
------------ - --.-· ---·- ~· 
-------·---~- --- -·· 
. -- -'" 
. ' . ·-·· ---· . ' .:..:. - ----·- -~·-- . 
.••. c---- _ 6 9 ·--------·- '·- . ·- _ 
, " 
--------- of releases '~fo:f- the gates. output node extremely -high .. ·SO .. ·· :\' 
.. , 
that ~twill never be realized.-
(c) Line ·Faults •... -~h~- _ ~·missing wirellfault --._can be· si·mulated · 
-----, _____ ,,,,, ------ ·-- , 
·. -····· by simply removing .the GERT.· a-ctivity associa·te·a with that·. 
·-
. ·-----~· ·-----·· -- ·-····---·~ ·-·· 
.,,,.,...................... . ~ -
. 
. 
- (d} "Flip-fl.op will not set".· , A ·flip-flop will. not set when 
.no matter what inputs it receives it remains in state O. · 
Thu·s, the 11 1 11 output is 0 stuck-at-0 11 · and the 11 0 11 output 
, 
, 
'•. - . 
· i·s l'stuck-at-l 11. . Each. line· can be-··pr·ogrammed precisely· _ 
--------------·-, ----·-·· -- ·----:----· '• - .-.. -· .----------~---~---·---... -- .. 
--------·----------------•-------------••--------------------~~-·•-•---•--·•---
• •· • 
- -. ;" .:._; _ :···' C ;;,.. •• :· -i•~,-,. ii'• 
in that.fashion. • 
,, --. --· -------~- -----· - -
.•-····{fa')-· ··-. ·11-Flip--flop ·will n-ot reset 11 • A f.lip-flop will· ·not reset· 
\) 
J ·-
when no matter what inputs it receives it remains in 
. state 1. Thus, the 11 1 11 output is ustuck-at-1 11 -and the. 
.. - ;, .. -._ ' .. . ·. ;,~ ... : ... .. ·., ' 
-·--······------·-··· -
···--·-··~ 
-:--....,.....-;:---.:---::-__ .--·..,..~· - _·· .. ' '"".. ' 
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-· . Fortran based program, .is -eas·ily modified.-·_ Th~,c:t-ask--i-s----~---~---~-~-~=:- -___ -:_·::~-------
(1) t-o adapt the ·input mechanism to assimulate data that will 
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·-It would be to p:reQict that· othe:r-
. ·. 
conditions, such as. fast or slow gates, can 
GERT to generate fault information. 
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· nature. That is,_- the desire was ·to investigate the applicability ---
.. _ of GERT to the field of fault_ analysis of-microcircuits. The ·-...._ 





g_eneration of specific results conseqtiently _precipitated with_ 
each additional increment·- of inquiry. 
. .
. . 'I'h_is thesis demop.s-trated., that electronic logic circuits ______ ------~~·-·:-------I• . 
..c. . 
~· . ' 
·can be simulated, using a modified GERTS II Simulator. Thi·s 
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line has the value 11 0 11 • With this criterion- GERT :·could- be 
-·_ used to simulate electronic . circuits. 
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Second,_the. individual gat_es were-modeled. That is, GERT· 
models were constructed such that the Boolea.n function 
-. -in_q,;i.genous to each type of gate was properly r.epresented· -
. with regards to .. _th_~ ____ a~_§llog_y ____ de_t._ailed .in the iast paragraph .. - ' - __ ,; ___ ,,. --· -------------·---:- . 
··--
.. 
. -.--~,-. ·,- c.,--·of·course,-·at this stage, the analysis had to be sub-divided 
ac'cordin.g to the major classification of circuits,· 
combinational and sequential. However,· the procedures were -
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as to . true ly . represent ... th·e- -Operation -0f ·-the~,·-ci-rc-uit-c-tffid-er -- --- ---- ... ___ - -- ----- -- . 
consideration.· The objective was amenably -- aided by the' previous · 
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__ - ._ . accomplishments. - That is, the GERT models developed for each -
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. 'L . ·AREAS· FOR. FURTHER .STUDY 
. 
. 
-·The use of ·GERT as -a circuit simulator is limited in that 













·the present GERT ·program·was ·not designed with this··application-..... -·-- .... ·. ; ..... - -- . - --.--.-- -
. - --
- --· - .-- ' - . ' __ . : - _______ _;__ __ ..,~-
-------·····---
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· in mind.· Since the purpose of utilizing GERT.· in th·is fashion 
is to provide a quick·and easy·programming technique for 
. ___ _:,·~ 
_ fault analysis, ,tl)e. imp.rovemerit of the GERT ·program -with :thd::s 
one par_ticular application in mind would be obviously bel!~ticial. 
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·. scheduled. If the. number· of activities could be significantly 
reduced the utility of the GERT- S~mulator would'. be tremendously . · ---------- -----~ ------
••-',>< .... ,;. •.... 
enhanced. -There· are sever a! .. -ways __ t;o acc_omplish this.· I ·have. 
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Other improvements, as·mentioned in the text of the thesis, 
are-attairiabie by programming mcire efficient algorithms such.as· 
Armstrong's technique of "path sensitizing". ·This poses 
.· several programming problems, · however, the .net ·. effect would 




With these improvements, it would. c1early establish GERT'··· 
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APPENDIX A -
Modulo u9u Counter 
-The-counter considered has three.toggle flip-flops. The 
\ -
circuit is shown inFigureXXX and the GE.RT·representation is 
in. Figure XXXI. . The counter operates in -the-manner described 
· in Figure. XXXVII • · The three o_utputs,, y1. , y , -y , are _ -2 3 _ · 
, 
· r~presented by GERT nodes 22, 23, 24 respectively. GERI' riode 
2 is the clOCk puls-e·. -
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The Simulator GERTS II used essentially the was same as 
listed I 1n reference 
. . - . (14"). The GASP subroutine has been modified 
as shown. Therefore, All used the same basic runs listing. 
-J/ 
a copy,of 
thesis: the Modulo II 8 II Counter included . -in this was 
copies of the .other. 
i 
runs- -we.re- not i-ncluded. 
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APPENDI~.C 
-.. ·.·..... ., . - . ..,., - -
· Test of j--k ·_ FlipmFlop 
-------------------·------· -----c--~-,--A--t.'est---of- -the'---j-k--f-lip~flop-model was developed~· All 
·.comb-inations· of inputs were. imposed .on -the inputs to the model 
. .. ,· 
'·~ ... 
. and the outputs were recorded •. F~gure.XXXIV is the GERT model· 
,~---~ of a j-k flip-flop with inputs generated externally .... Nodes -
6-and 7 are the j and k inputs respectively while nodes 21 and 
22.are the outputs • 
. \ 
The correct output· is listed in .. Figur_a__JOQCIX~-· T-he 0-GE-R'l!----------· 
-- . 
-·-re·s-ul ts _are identical with the ·exception _____ of the circled data. - · 
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' APPENDIX D - -· ·-~ ____ ,_ 
Large~Scale Circuit 
· The circuit developed by Dachel in - (5). was programmed. 
··This· circuit· is shown in Figure XXXV and its GERT representation 
is shown in Figure '2CXXVI. · The initial st~te _ of each· _flip-flop !7' 
. 0 
- 1.S _· • ·Th~ proper output ~i-s shown in Figure. XL. 
The results veri~y- the· va_l~dit.y -of th.~· model_._- -,Again, the 
time associated with the· resetting of combinational elements 
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